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 Lady of the Rings 
 More information 

 Starting with the 2014 ICM, ICM Emmy Noether Lecturers have received, at 
 the time of their lecture, a bronze plaquette, engraved with their name and 
 the ICM year, to commemorate the event. All past ICM Emmy Noether 
 Lecturers received that same year a similar commemorative plaquette, 
 engraved with their own name and ICM lecture year. 

 The design and realization for this plaquette was commissioned from 
 Stephanie Magdziak, a gifted artist in bas-relief and other mediums, living in 
 Princeton, NJ. The front and the back of these approximately 14 x 12 cm 
 (with  thickness of about .75 cm) plaquettes are shown above. 
 The design of a plaquette or medal to be cast in bronze is typically done at a 
 much larger scale than the desired final result. In this particular case, the 
 original design was about 3 times as large, or 42 x 36 cm. The portrait itself 
 was based on photographs of Emmy Noether (not so many of which are 
 known ...) from the Oberwolfach collection and elsewhere. 
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 Below are a few stages of the design: a first detailed sketch in pencil, an 
 early stage in clay, and the finished design in clay, with the formulas pinned 
 in place but not yet sculpted in. 
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 The two formulas stand for two completely different results that embody 
 Noether's revolutionary contributions to both algebra and physics. The first 
 is Noether's law, or the link, in physics, 

 between (continuous) symmetries of a physical system and conserved 
 quantities – an essential ingredient of modern physics. The second is 
 Noether's ascending chain condition, in which a chain of ideals that is 
 ascending (for set inclusion), necessarily has a largest element. 

 It was important to Stephanie that these formulas be reproduced from 
 Emmy Noether's own papers. The first formula was found by Alexander 
 Mielke  in Invariante Variations-probleme, a paper published in 1918, in a 
 Festschrift for F. Klein (the first ICMI president!). But Emmy Noether seems 
 to never have spelled out the ascending chain condition as a formula in any 
 of her papers ... Benedict Gross found several papers that contain the 
 argument, but not the formula. With his help, a formula using the 
 typography of one of these papers was composed to produce the formula 
 used on the plaquette. 
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 Here is what Stephanie herself had to say about the experience, when asked 
 for a quote for this information page: 

 “When sculpting a portrait, I learn about the character of my 
 subject, and keep that presence with me while working. 
 Emmy has been great company, stepping wittily past 
 obstructions and prejudice against her gender to discover, 
 invent, and share with fellow thinkers and students. 

 I am honored to have spent time with her and to 
 commemorate her brilliance. 

 When I was first invited to sculpt Emmy's portrait, we 
 searched for suitable photographs.  I was daunted when we 
 found very few clear pictures, and I saw that some studio 
 portraits re-structured and idealized her features. I realized 
 then that my assemblage of photos invited me to imagine 
 and construct a warm, lively, outdoorsy Emmy, whose 
 theorems could rise to the heavens. 

 I found my way through the puzzle of representing Emmy 
 Noether with help from: Hillary Clinton's, my husband's and 
 Pope John II's jowls; Manzu's portraits, Ghiberti's Baptistry 
 doors, Saint Gaudens' bas-reliefs, Scarpa's glass, Zorn's 
 etchings, Monet's Waterlilies, the portraits of Desiderio da 
 Settignano and Benedetto da Maiano, and my husband - 
 artists whose help I sought, and others who visited 
 spontaneously.” 

 This relief captures Emmy Noether's humanity and warmth, through 
 tremendous detail, but at the same time maintains decorum. Not only are 
 the glasses finely detailed (look at the nose pad!), but looking through the 
 glasses, her wrinkles are larger, giving the bas-relief a striking realism. The 
 wrinkles and contours of her face, provide depth, realism, and an 
 unmistakable human warm feeling that, by all accounts, also was an integral 
 part of this wonderful  mathematician's personality in real life. 
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